Originally developed for U.S. Military applications, ARGUS perimeter security solutions provide unattended and reliable protection for commercial, government, and institutional infrastructure. Turnkey ARGUS products can be deployed and scaled as needed starting day one of site construction or can be integrated with existing security systems.

**Complete, deployable solutions for perimeter security**

Secure 1 km perimeter in a day with no existing infrastructure

Supports construction through multi-site operations

The ARGUS family of products is a comprehensive security suite that provides:

- Wireless Sensing Technology
- Intrusion Detection
- Gate Monitoring
- Guard Force Tracking
- Alert Response Management
- Third Party Integration

**ARGUS Applications**

- Construction Security
- Long-Term Operations
- Tactical Deployments
- Large Scale Installations
- Multi-Site Enterprise Monitoring
ARGUSView™ Software

The user-friendly graphical interface provides a complete situational awareness platform for your connected perimeter security equipment across all of your sites. ARGUSView supports both local and remote monitoring for security teams. Alarms can be efficiently assessed with clear location and associated imagery on a map-based interface.

ARGUS™ Sensor Family

Temporary Solutions
ARGUS Poles can be deployed at construction sites or as needed for temporary intrusion detection.

Permanent Operations
Solar-powered ARGUS Guardians are low-maintenance sensors for permanent installations.

Mobile and Tactical
ARGUS Tactical nodes discretely secure a perimeter within a few minutes.

ARGUS™ Accessories

Camera Integration  Response Drones  Access Control  GuardTrac™ Alerts
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